
The fall. No, not the season. The Adam and Eve thing. To Christians, the fall is as
familiar as any story, even the wondrous story of Christ’s advent. In the fall, Eve ate
and shared with Adam the forbidden fruit at the serpent’s behest, both thus violating
the command of God. Hence, sin entered the world, God banished the original
couple from his holy mountaintop garden, and the rest, as they say, is history. But
like any of these ancient accounts from Genesis, the fall account simultaneously
presents a much bigger, less formulaic picture than the surface meaning we usually
and rightly construe it to convey. Nothing is wrong with thinking of the fall as sin
entering the world and isolating us from God. But don’t ignore the bigger picture.

In the bigger picture, the fall had to do
with humankind substituting the
material, that which humankind could
grasp in its own sight, for the
higher-purposed thinking that God
offers. Call that higher-ordered thinking
“spiritual” if you wish, but don’t
confuse it for something ambiguous or

purely mystical. God was supplying Adam and Eve with an entire way of thinking
and relating, God’s superordinate way. In the fall, Adam and Eve, representing
humankind, were rejecting that way for the material world that was before them.

When Adam and Eve ate the forbidden fruit, the earth was already hurtling around
the sun in a vast universe of trillions of stars composed of the random-seeming
collisions of quadrillions of atoms. Yet their grasp made not just possible but sure
the scientific-materialist revolution’s cultural overthrowing of God’s superordinate
way thousands of years later. Adam and Eve grabbed the material over God,
believing the serpent’s deception that they would know more in doing so.
Humankind in large part continues to believe that lie today. Christians, though,
know better. They know that God’s superordinate way places the material where it
belongs, gleaning its only meaning from God’s higher-ordered way. That’s how
Christ saves the world, revealing God as restoring humankind as mediator of the
material rather than its worshiper.


